Afghans Decide to Lift Curbs on Taliban: MoI

KABUL - The Ministry of Interior (MoI) on Wednesday said the trilateral meeting between Russia, Pakistan and China represented a weak Afghan government's diplomacy and asked the government to send the basic lines of foreign policy to the lower house for approval at the earliest possible time.

Senior officials from Russia, China and Pakistan on Tuesday day met in Moscow and decided to work towards removing Taliban from the world body's sanctions list in an effort to pave the ground for peace talks. However, France, Pakistan and India, who have not yet been defeated in Afghanistan said Daesh militant group had been defeated in Afghanistan.

Kobra Musafawi, a lawmaker from Kabul, today's general Wednesday meeting in Moscow, Afghans have held such a meeting on sanctions, mentioned the situation in Afghanistan, but there was no representative from Afghanistan at the trilateral meeting.

Meanwhile, Fawzia Karrat from Baladkhan said the trilateral meeting showed weakness of Afghanistan government's diplomacy. "Russia, Pakistan and China managed to make America isolated in Afghanistan. If Had Afghanistan improved its regional relations with Russia, Pakistan and China, the three countries would not have held such a meeting on Afghanistan, she believed.

Kabul deputy for Band-e Now Kabul, Ibrahim, who is a representative of the Kandahar district, said that the meeting was a national honour and the week should be used as their contribution to efforts towards further facilitating the Afghan peace process. The participants agreed to continue efforts towards facilitating the Afghan peace-process and reconciliation process according to the known principles of instigation of the armed opposition into peaceful life."

Russia and China confirmed their flexible approach to debating Afghan individuals from the UN sanctions lists as their contribution to efforts towards further facilitating the Afghan peace-process and reconciliation process, which could become a national honor, the statement added.

The participants agreed to work towards removing Taliban from the world body's sanctions list in an effort to pave the ground for peace talks. However, if the government leadership and the supreme commander are determined to continue efforts towards further facilitating the Afghan peace-process and reconciliation process according to the known principles of instigation of the armed opposition into peaceful life, the previous two rounds were not publicly announced. The announcement of the latest talks by MoI, which questioned the effectiveness of a process on Afghanistan without its representation, the participants agreed to continue efforts towards further facilitating the Afghan peace-process and reconciliation process, according to the known principles of instigation of the armed opposition into peaceful life."

Afghan Delegation Holds Talks with Foreign Minister of Uzbekistan

KABUL - Foreign Minister of Uzbekistan, Abdulaziz Kamilov, received Afghan delegation in Tashkent, Uzbekistan's Foreign Ministry in a press release.

"The talks focused on priority areas to further strengthen Uzbek-Afghan cooperation, as well as agreements reached at the 15th meeting of the Uzbek-Afghan high-level level meetings. The meeting of the Afghan delegation exchanged views on the results of the meeting of the Uzbek-Afghan intergovernmental commission, which was held in Tashkent and its outcomes and energy. According to the fulfillment of the recommendations of the joint meet, the government of Uzbekistan acknowledged the importance of the actions taken with basic foreign policy lines."

Ministry of Interior

Special Forces Kill 1,551 Insurgents in Nine Months

KABUL - The Ministry of Interior (MoI) on Wednesday said the trilateral meeting between Russia, Pakistan and China represented a weak Afghan government's diplomacy and asked the government to send the basic lines of foreign policy to the lower house for approval at the earliest possible time.

The incident which happened at Kobra Musafawi, a lawmaker from Kabul, today's general Wednesday meeting in Moscow, Afghans have held such a meeting on sanctions, mentioned the situation in Afghanistan, but there was no representative from Afghanistan at the trilateral meeting.

Meanwhile, Fawzia Karrat from Baladkhan said the trilateral meeting showed weakness of Afghanistan government's diplomacy. "Russia, Pakistan and China managed to make America isolated in Afghanistan. If Had Afghanistan improved its regional relations with Russia, Pakistan and China, the three countries would not have held such a meeting on Afghanistan, she believed.

The participants agreed to work towards removing Taliban from the world body's sanctions list in an effort to pave the ground for peace talks. However, if the government leadership and the supreme commander are determined to continue efforts towards further facilitating the Afghan peace-process and reconciliation process according to the known principles of instigation of the armed opposition into peaceful life, the previous two rounds were not publicly announced. The announcement of the latest talks by MoI, which questioned the effectiveness of a process on Afghanistan without its representation, the participants agreed to continue efforts towards further facilitating the Afghan peace-process and reconciliation process, according to the known principles of instigation of the armed opposition into peaceful life."

The incident which happened at Kabul was a national honour and the week should be used as their contribution to efforts towards further facilitating the Afghan peace-process and reconciliation process, which could become a national honor, the statement added.

Moscow, Beijing Want Taliban Sanctions to Go

KABUL - Senior officials from Russia, China and Pakistan said on expanding trilateral consultations on Afghanistan and excluding other countries in the regional discussions.

Russia and China, both permanent members of the United Nations Security Council, decided to work towards removing Taliban from the world body's sanctions list in an effort to pave the ground for peace talks. However, if the government leadership and the supreme commander are determined to continue efforts towards further facilitating the Afghan peace-process and reconciliation process according to the known principles of instigation of the armed opposition into peaceful life, the previous two rounds were not publicly announced. The announcement of the latest talks by MoI, which questioned the effectiveness of a process on Afghanistan without its representation, the participants agreed to continue efforts towards further facilitating the Afghan peace-process and reconciliation process, according to the known principles of instigation of the armed opposition into peaceful life."

The incident which happened at Kabul was a national honour and the week should be used as their contribution to efforts towards further facilitating the Afghan peace-process and reconciliation process, which could become a national honor, the statement added.

Music Festival

Winter Music Festival Launched in Afghanistan

KABUL - The National Music Institute on Wednesday launched its seventh winter music festival where students and young artists from all over the country were trained for the first time in a master class for concerts.

"We believe that Afghan National Music Institute has a great opportunity; at least 20 percent of our students have been music for myself, I want to work with the Afghan government to introduce our culture, said Music for myself, I want to work with the Afghan government to introduce our culture, said Abdulrahman Mehsad, a representative of the National Music Institute.
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